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December 14, 2016 

Minutes of the Meeting 

  
These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes represent the views of, 

nor are they binding on, the senate, the administration or the Board of Regents. 

  
[In these minutes: Graduate Policies; Letter on Liberal Education Work Group; Undergraduate 

Update; Makeup Work for Legitimate Absences Policy; Undergraduate Policies; Other Business] 
  
PRESENT: Nicola Alexander, Michael Anderson, Rani Bezanson, William Dammann, Elaine 

Darst, Michelle Dobbratz, Stacy Doepner-Hove, Gayle Golden, Jennifer Goodnough, Scott 

Lanyon, Kenneth Leopold, Keith Mayes, Bob McMaster, Lauren Mitchell, Rachna Shah, Brian 

Sick, Nevin Young 

  

REGRETS: John Carlis, Sue Wick (chair) 
  

ABSENT: Yang You 

 

GUESTS: Carl Anderson, director and chief health officer, Boynton Health Service; Liz Davis, 

chair, Faculty Subcommittee, Stacey Tidball, director, Compliance, Academic Support 

Resources 

 

OTHERS: Suzanne Bardouche, assistant vice provost, Office of Undergraduate Education 

(outgoing); Becky Hippert, senate associate, University Senate Office; Jennifer Reckner, 

assistant vice provost, Office of Undergraduate Education (incoming); Leslie Schiff, associate 

dean, Curriculum, Office of Undergraduate Education 

 

1. Graduate Policies 

Nicola Alexander, chairing for Sue Wick, called the meeting to order and welcomed Liz Davis, 

chair, Faculty Subcommittee, to the meeting. Davis said that she had four graduate policies that 

were under review. The policies were similar in nature and only minor changes had been 

suggested. 
 

a. Doctoral Degree: Performance Standards and Progress: The key suggested changes in 

this policy were to Section IV, Doctoral Preliminary Written and Oral Examinations. For 

written exams, the suggestion was to change the grading options from three (pass, pass 

with reservations, and fail) to two (pass or fail only). The rationale is that if the grade is 

“pass with reservations,” the committee should communicate the expected revisions to 

the student, and pass the student provided they make the revisions. For oral exams, the 

pass with reservations option will remain. To Section IVc., wording was added indicating 

that one member of the committee must be from outside the student’s major field. This 

stipulation existed previously in a separate policy. Finally, the voting requirements were 

added to the main body of the policy; previously, they existed in the appendix. Davis said 

that there had been much conversation about the voting instructions, since many votes are 

now taken electronically, which does not necessarily allow for secret ballots, as stipulated 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/doctoralperformance


in the policy. Therefore, this wording was amended to instruct committees to first take an 

independent, non-binding vote, then conduct discussion, and then take a final, binding 

vote. 
  

Kenneth Leopold asked whether “an individual in the student’s major field” required a 

definition. Davis said that the definition is someone that has graduate instruction 

responsibilities in that program. Nevin Young asked what the motivation for these 

changes was, and whether there had been any major problems with the policy. Davis said 

that the changes were a result of the three-year review, and that there had been no major 

changes. Lauren Mitchell wondered if exam expectations should be communicated in the 

policy. Davis said that expectations vary so much across departments that it would not be 

possible to put them into a University-wide policy. Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate 

Education Scott Lanyon said that departments should communicate expectations to 

students, however. 
 

At this time there was a motion to approve the changes. A voice vote was taken and the 

motion passed. 
 

b. Doctoral Degree: Completion: The suggested changes to this policy were to add that 

three out of four of the committee members must review the written thesis. Some 

departments prefer to have one member evaluate the student’s work based solely on the 

oral presentation. This used to be in a different policy. Also added was the stipulation that 

if revisions to the thesis are requested, the student should be notified in writing. 
 

Leopold brought up the embargo on publication. He said that the default is for the 

University to publish theses electronically for open access, and that students must 

actively elect, by a given deadline, to delay publication. The problem is that some 

journals will not publish work that has been previously published, including via open 

access. Davis said that the policy indicates that all dissertations must become public 

knowledge. Stacey Tidball, director, Compliance, Academic Support Resources, said that 

the embargo request period starts immediately after degree clearance, and that 

information regarding the embargo request is on the dissertation requirements website. 

Leopold said that the information is not easy to find and a lot of students miss it. He 

suggested that the default could be an embargo of a certain amount of time (one year, for 

example), after which the dissertation will be published via open access. Alexander said 

that some departments might not want that change. Lanyon suggested that perhaps there 

could be no default, and students can simply choose, upon degree clearance, how long 

they wish the University to wait before publishing their dissertation. Tidball said that the 

Regents policy Openness in Research may need to be amended first, and Davis offered to 

bring this point back to the committee for further discussion. Therefore, no vote was 

taken on this policy. 
 

c. Master’s Degree: Performance Standards and Progress: Davis said that there were no 

suggested changes to this policy. There was a motion to approve the policy, a voice vote 

was taken, and it passed. 
 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/doctoralcompletion
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Openness_in_Research.pdf
http://policy.umn.edu/education/mastersperformance


d. Master’s Degree: Completion: Davis said that the suggested changes to this policy 

concerned the final exam committee, stipulating that at least two members of the 

committee must be from the student’s major field. More requirements have been added to 

the Plan A Thesis, including adding a closed oral examination component. For the Plan B 

project, there may be a written or oral exam, or both. This decision is made at the 

department level. Finally, the policy was amended to stipulate that if a student fails the 

final examination, they can retake it only if three out of four of their committee members 

approve. The retake exam must use the same committee members as the original exam.  
  

Davis noted that this policy has the same issue with the embargo request as the equivalent 

doctoral-level policy. Therefore, no vote was taken on this policy at this time. 
 

Davis also presented the following chart, which details who is eligible to serve on a graduate 

examination committee, and is proposed to be added to the Appointment to Graduate 

Examination Committees policy: 
 
 

ELIGIBILITY TO SERVE ON GRADUATE EXAMINATION 

COMMITTEES 

 COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIESc 

  HR 

Job 

Codes 

Master's Final Exam 

Committees 
Doctoral Prelim Oral Exam 

Committees 
Doctoral Final Exam 

Committees 

Serve Chair Advise Serve Chair Advise Serve Chair Advise 

Regular 

(Tenured 

and Tenure 

Track) 

Faculty 

94XX YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa 

Term, 

Contract, 

Adjunct 

Faculty 

94XX

A, R, 

T 

YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa YESa 

Emeritus 

Faculty 
94XX, 

96XX 
YESb YESb YESb YESb YESb YESb YESb YESb YESb 

Academic 

Staff (P&A) 
97XX, 

96XX, 

91XX 

YESa YESa YESa YESa NO NO YESa NO NO 

Outside 

Experts 
9996 YES YES NO YES NO NO YES NO NO 

a
Faculty and staff must hold an earned doctorate or designated equivalent in an appropriate 

field from an accredited institution.   

b
Emeritus Faculty and tenured or non-tenured faculty who have left the University may continue with graduate 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/masterscompletion
http://policy.umn.edu/education/appointgradcomm
http://policy.umn.edu/education/appointgradcomm


examination committee assignments that were active at the time of their departure, provided the faculty member 

and the student both agree to the continuation in writing. 
c
All advisor, co-advisor and graduate examination committee assignments must be approved by the collegiate 

unit. 

 

She said that this chart was not yet finalized, and solicited feedback from committee members. 

Michael Anderson wondered how it works when someone has a dual role, such as holding an 

administrative position primarily, but with an adjunct faculty appointment during certain terms. 

Davis said that if someone wants to and is qualified to serve on an examination committee, they 

may do so during the term that they have an adjunct faculty appointment. Departments may also 

elect to give that person an adjunct faculty appointment in order to allow them to serve. Young 

asked whether directors of graduate studies and department chairs know this, and Lanyon said 

that they may not, yet. He clarified that due to some transition, new people may be responsible 

for verifying individuals’ eligibility, but they may not yet have been informed. Mitchell asked 

why the chair of the committee must be regular faculty, and not an outside expert or P&A. Davis 

said that this is to ensure proper exam procedures. The chair of the committee must be aware of 

the University’s policies and procedures and be empowered to play the role of “referee” within 

the committee. Leopold asked whether it was typical for term, contract, and adjunct faculty to be 

in their position long enough to see a student through their doctoral program. Lanyon said that in 

some departments it is typical. He also clarified that these are minimum standards; some 

departments have more stringent rules. 
 

2. Letter on Liberal Education Work Group 

Next, Alexander welcomed Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Education Bob McMaster, 

who began by asking the committee to weigh in on a letter from Provost Karen Hanson and 

SCEP regarding the work group tasked with looking at the liberal education requirements. He 

said that the provost wanted to get this letter out in order to clear up any misunderstandings 

around this group-- it is not the group that will redesign the liberal education requirements, but 

rather is tasked with establishing the process. Members voiced no objections to the letter, so it 

will be sent out. McMaster added that on January 30th, a forum on liberal education 

requirements will take place, and that there will be one or two other such fora. 
 

3. Undergraduate Update 

McMaster then gave a version of the undergraduate update presentation he and Provost Hanson 

gave to the Board of Regents. Last year, he said, the University received a record number of 

applications-- approximately 50,000 freshman applications. The University increased the number 

of offers it extended; this is because as the quality of the applications improves, the matriculation 

rate goes down, as students often have multiple offers. Therefore, the University must make 

more offers in order to maintain the desired number of incoming students. Attracting more non-

resident students is a particular goal, he said.  
 

The application deadline was moved up to November 1st, 2016 for Fall 2017. For Fall 2016, it 

was December 15, 2015. In addition, the University started using the Common Application, 

which allows students to fill out one application for multiple schools, and thousands of 

applications came in via that route. This year’s freshman class was the largest since the 70s, and 

around ⅓ are transfer students, which is unusual for our peer group.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B95TvwsoC61fWGRfMk1aNUFsUE0/view?usp=sharing


 

This year’s freshman class had the highest average ACT score yet. The percentage of students of 

color was 22.3%, the highest in recent years, with most coming from Minnesota. About 64.7% of 

the new freshmen are Minnesota residents, which aligns with the regents’ goal of 65% 

Minnesota students. Alexander asked how this 65% in-state goal works with the goal to increase 

non-resident enrollment. McMaster said that the non-resident increase goal is to offset losses 

from Wisconsin, as the University of Wisconsin system is trying very hard to keep Wisconsin 

students in state, and the Dakotas, which are a result of population decline. 
 

In 2005-2006, a goal was set to increase international enrollment. This goal was met this year in 

terms of numbers, but as the overall student body has grown larger, the percentage of 

international students has gone down. 
 

The target for Honors enrollment is 10%, and aside from Northwestern, the University enrolls 

the most National Merit Scholars in the Big 10.  
 

The first year retention rate is at 93.2%, with a goal of 94%. Leopold, referencing the slide on 

retention rate that showed it increasing since 2012, asked what caused the increased retention 

rate? McMaster said that in large part, it is due to the President’s Emerging Scholars Program. 

He also said the University has been working to lift impediments it has control over, such as 

small financial holds.  
 

The four-year graduate rate is at 65.2%. The regents increased the goal last year from 60% to 

65%. The six-year graduation rate is 78.9%, with the regents’ goal at 80%. Young asked whether 

this rate included transfer students; McMaster said it only includes new freshmen. Transfer 

students are expected to graduate in three years (no matter how many credits they come in with). 

The three-year graduation rate for transfer students is at 62.4%. Keith Mayes, referencing a slide 

showing that the University of Michigan has a 74.6% four-year graduate rate, asked what the 

University of Michigan is doing to get the rate so high. McMaster said that there are a variety of 

factors, but that two main contributing factors are that they only take students in about the top ten 

percent of their class, and that they give out a lot of financial aid. 
 

In the interest of time, McMaster concluded the presentation, saying he can present on student 

success at a subsequent meeting. 
 
 

4. Makeup Work for Legitimate Absences Policy 

After brief follow up from previous meetings’ discussions, there was a motion to approve 

changes to the Makeup Work for Legitimate Absences policy. These changes relate to absences 

due to student government activities and one-time, short-term illnesses. A voice vote was taken, 

and the motion passed. Proposed changes related to absences due to late registration will be 

addressed at another time. 
 

5. Undergraduate Policies 

Alexander turned the floor over to Tidball, who presented a number of suggested changes to 

undergraduate policies for feedback: 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/makeupwork


a. Leave of Absence and Readmission for Undergraduates: A work group consisting of 

advisers and student services staff have proposed clarifying reasons that a student should 

take a leave of absence. These reasons are: 

● Physical or mental health concerns 

● Family obligations 

● Financial concerns 

● Military service 

● Academics (sequenced courses not offered for upcoming term, reconsidering 

major, academic struggles or lack of direction, etc.) 

● Career opportunities 

Leaves of absence last for a maximum of two years, except in cases of military service that is 

required for some international students in their home country. 

 

No discussion arose around these changes. 

 

b. Grading and Transcripts: Modifications to this policy are primarily an attempt to make it 

more concise, as it is a lengthy policy. The biggest suggested update is to change the 

deadline for incompletes from one year to 90 days after the end of the semester the course 

was taken. The justification is that giving students a full year to finish incompletes is 

impacting graduation time, as students often put it off or forget about it with time. 

McMaster asked if, instead of 90 days, it would make sense to make the deadline one 

week after the start of the subsequent semester. Tidball said that 90 days was a starting 

point for discussion, and it may or may not be the final deadline. One reason a 

measurement in days rather than terms was suggested, she said, is that it also works for 

summer terms, which is a different length than other terms. Alexander wondered how 

decreasing the time for completion helps students, and Tidball replied that research 

shows that the further away from the course material a student gets, the harder it is for 

them to complete an assignment or take an exam.  
 

Leopold observed that for a first-time professor, it may be preferable to allow a year, 

because if the professor is teaching the class for the first time, they may not have an 

equivalent exam to give the student until the end of the next time they teach the class. 

And since some classes are offered only in spring or only in fall, this may be a full year. 

Creating an exam is extremely time-consuming, he said, and rather than create a separate 

exam for one student, the professor may prefer that the student take the exam with the 

next term’s class. 
 

Mayes noted that if a student has multiple incompletes in a semester due to a hardship 

such as a grave illness, 90 days may not be enough time for them to finish all 

incompletes. It’s important to look at the individual case, he said. Tidball acknowledged 

this, and said that in some cases, the student might want to consider a leave of absence or 

a one-time drop rather than an incomplete.  
 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/readmissionloa
http://policy.umn.edu/education/gradingtranscripts


Another issue, said Tidball, is that contracts are between professors and students, and are 

seldom routed to advisers. The policy will be updated to specify that advisers should 

receive copies of the contracts. 
 

In the interest of time, Tidball said she would present additional policies at the next 

meeting. 
 

6. Other Business 

As this was Suzanne Bardouche’s last meeting before her retirement at the end of 2016, 

Alexander thanked her for her contribution to the committee and for her service to the 

University. She then adjourned the meeting. 
 

Amber Bathke 

University Senate Office 


